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Abstract
Diagrids are becoming an increasingly popular structural system in high rise design and
construction. Little research has been performed on the seismic performance of Diagrids
and how it integrates with seismic loss estimation. A motion based design scheme can
facilitate the seismic design of Diagrids with the ultimate goal of reducing upfront costs and
repair costs. In this thesis we analyze Diagrids with varying locations, aspect ratios,
diagonal angles, and motion design parameters to understand the relationship between the
geometric design parameters of a Diagrid and the design costs and estimated losses. We use
a static seismic design procedure and analyze various period estimation techniques to
evaluate their validity when used with Diagrids. We develop a simple loss estimation
scheme focused on interstory drift and content replacement. We then analyze which
Diagrids are most cost effective for a given set of design parameters, and briefly discuss
additional methods of reducing seismic damage to buildings. Our analysis uses Matlab and
Microsoft Excel for the development of our analytical models and for the manipulation and
organization of data.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The Diagrid structural system is becoming increasingly popular in the design of tall
buildings due to its inherent structural and architectural advantages. Diagrids are
generally stiffer than equivalently designed tubular structures, and provide a more efficient
use of material if properly designed. Diagrids are more robust than other structural
systems, boasting significant opportunities for load redistribution and alternative load
paths in the event of member failures. This characteristic suggests the Diagrid could be a
good structural system for resisting seismic events, during which member failures and load
redistribution are common. However, little attention has been given to the design of
Diagrids for the resistance of seismic loads, which can be attributed to the fact that the
majority of Diagrid structures are high rise buildings. High rise buildings exhibit relatively
large natural periods of vibration for their fundamental modes. Thus, high rise buildings
are significantly more susceptible to wind loads, which can easily cause vortex shedding
and resonant vibration for buildings with large periods, than they are to seismic loads,
which tend to more violently affect buildings with low periods of vibration. However, the
increased stiffness and reduced ductility of Diagrid structures can lead to the occurrence of
larger seismic loads when compared to a tubular structure of the same height and general
design characteristics. This prompts the idea that the investigation of the seismic
performance of Diagrids is of increasing importance as the tall building system grows in
popularity.
The seismic performance of Diagrids is also of great concern to designers as seismic design
shifts to a paradigm more focused on the reduction of structural and non-structural damage
during seismic events. While design codes and standards have effectively ensured life safety
in new design and the retrofitting of old structures, economic and social losses during
seismic events are still severe. Because the causes of building damage during seismic
events can be roughly represented by two different parameters of building motion
(interstory displacements and floor accelerations), a design method based on controlling
these parameters could help in the mitigation of structural and non-structural damage.
Motion based design of Diagrids would provide designers with a unique perspective on the
seismic performance of this relatively new and increasingly popular structural system.
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Seismic damage can be estimated to a certain extent, and several techniques for damage
estimation have been developed throughout the years. However, these techniques fail to
recognize the Diagrid as a unique structural system, and thus the estimation of damages to
Diagrid structures under these techniques is inherently flawed. Furthermore, the
relationship between sustained damage and economic losses depends heavily on the use
and contents of the building. Accurate loss estimation is paramount for designers looking
for a cost effective design solution in both new construction and the retrofit of existing
structures. A balance can be struck between investing in retrofits or a more robust
structure and preparing for the financial losses after a seismic event.
This paper will investigate the seismic performance of Diagrids with respect to estimated
financial losses. In order to accomplish this, a review of research performed on the design
and performance of Diagrid structures will be undertaken, and key conclusions will be
drawn. Similarly, an investigation of seismic damage will be performed. Several groups of
Diagrids, each designed to a different interstory drift standard, will then be tested for
damage and loss estimation. The Diagrids will have different aspect ratios and different
diagonal angles, two factors that significantly influence the structural performance and
aesthetic of a Diagrid. Diagrids in three different cities will be considered to illustrate the
effect of geography on the feasibility of the proposed method. The relative costs of the
design will be compared to the relative damages and losses sustained in an attempt to
investigate the relationship between Diagrid parameters and motion based design
parameters with respect to loss estimation.
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Chapter 2: Diagrid Structures
Diagrid structures boast diagonal bracing on the perimeter of the building to provide the
building with lateral stiffness. Because they are located further from the center of the
building, the diagonal braces provide more stiffness than if they were located in the core of
the building. However, the diagonal braces also serve to carry gravity loads, eliminating the
need for vertical columns in the building. The diagonal braces carry both lateral and gravity
loads axially, provide a more efficient structural response than other systems that rely on
bending capacity of vertical columns. This reduction in the number of vertical columns is a
main architectural selling point of Diagrid structures, as it lends itself to open floor plans
and unobstructed views for the building's occupants. The diagonals can also be integrated
into the fagade and help define the aesthetic vision of the building for observers.
Diagrid Case Studies
Several short case studies are presented to acquaint the reader with the Diagrid structural
system. These studies also serve to illustrate the versatility of the structural system and its
inherent architectural advantages.
30 St Mary Axe
30 St Mary Axe was designed by Foster and Partners with Arup performing the structural
engineering for the project. The building is 180 meters tall, and features a Diagrid that
follows the twisting profile of the building and converges at the top. The use of the Diagrid
allows for column free office space, with beams spanning from the core to the Diagrid on the
perimeter of the building.
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FIGURE 1 30 ST. MARY AXE (COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG)
Hearst Tower
The Hearst Tower was also designed by Foster and Partners with WSP performing the
structural engineering for the project. The building is 182 meters tall, and features a
Diagrid without any corner columns. It also features an expansive lobby space without
interior columns to bear on the existing structure below.
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FIGURE 2 THE HEARST TOWER (COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG)
China Central Television Headquarters
The CCTV Headquarters was designed by OMA with Arup performing the structural
engineering on the project. The two towers reach heights of 234 meters and 194 meters and
cantilever up to 75 meters where the two towers are connected. The Diagrid is clearly
visible on the fagade, and helps support the large cantilevers in a region that experiences
intense seismic events. The diagonals visually represent the primary stress lines in the
building.
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FIGURE 3 CCTV HEADQUARTERS (BURO-OS.COM)
Macquarie Bank Building
The Macquarie Bank Building was designed by fitzpatrick + partners with Arup performing
the structural engineering on the project. The building features two different masses: one
10 stories tall and one 6 stories tall. Unlike the previous high rise examples, the Diagrid is
an external one not directly integrated into the fagade, but still providing lateral and
gravity support to the building.
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FIGURE 4 MACQUARIE BUILDING (KINGSTREETWHARF.COM)
These four buildings represent four very different instances of Diagrid structures, whose
unusual geometries illustrate the flexibility of this emerging structural system. They also
represent different archetypal configurations, as the aspect ratios and diagonal angles
differ in each of the structures. The low rise Diagrid on the Macquarie Building has
shallower angles than the high rise Hearst Tower and 30 St Mary Axe. The diagonals on
the CCTV Headquarters play a key architectural role, and thus do not follow a regular
pattern.
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Structural Behavior of Diagrids
Diagrids rely heavily on the axial stiffness and strength of their diagonals to provide the
required lateral and gravity support for the building. The stiffness of the diagonals depends
on the Young's modulus of the material, the cross sectional area of the member, the length
of the member, and the angle of the diagonals. The lateral stiffness depends upon the cosine
of the angle, while the gravity stiffness depends upon the sine of the angle.
kLateral =-oAES 2 eL
A E
kgravity = -sn 2
As the angle of the diagonals increases, the efficiency of the diagonals at carrying gravity
loads increases, while the ability of the diagonals to effectively carry lateral loads
decreases. Similarly, as the angle decreases, the diagonals carry lateral loads more
efficiently but carry gravity loads less effectively. This dichotomy suggests the existence of
an angle at which the structural capability of the member is optimized for both gravity and
lateral loadings.
Variation of Stiffness with Theta
1.2
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I 0.60.6 
- Lateral Stiffness
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FIGURE 5 VARIATION OF STIFFNESS WITH THETA
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Diagrids can be designed with a core that resists lateral loads in addition to the Diagrid
members, or the Diagrid can function as the only lateral load resisting system. In Diagrid
structures that contain a core to resist lateral loads, the core provides only 1/5 of the total
lateral stiffness provided by the perimeter Diagrid (Moon et al.). Therefore, the Diagrid
structures discussed in this paper will be assumed to deal with lateral loads with the
perimeter Diagrid exclusively.
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FIGURE 6 STIFFNESS DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN DIAGRID AND CORE (MOON ET AL.)
Because the diagonals in a Diagrid carry loads axially, the connections in Diagrids can be
pinned connections. However, given the potentially complex nature of the Diagrid's
geometry, the connections are often prefabricated to make erection easier. The nodes help
the members triangulate and and they provide connection opportunities for the slabs and
beams to the Diagrid.
FIGURE 7 PREFABRICATED DIAGRID CONNECTION
(1HiTTP://CIVILENGGSEMINAR.BLOGSPOT.COM)
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Chapter 3: Diagrid Literature Review
Diagrid Performance under Wind Loads
Moon, Connor, and Fernandez presented characteristics and a methodology for the design
of Diagrid structures in 2007. Diagrids provide excellent shear rigidity and stiffness when
compared to similar tubular structures. The increased shear rigidity can eliminate the need
for a rigid core (as discussed previously), and the increased stiffness makes the Diagrid
building less susceptible to dangerous vortex shedding, as a stiffer structure requires a
higher wind velocity to trigger a resonant response.
Moon et al. focused their investigation of Diagrid structures on 60 story structures because
the majority of the tallest buildings in the world fall between 50 and 70 stories. They first
discovered the optimal angle for the diagonals to be 350 when considering only shear
rigidity, compared to an optimal angle of 900 for maximum bending rigidity. Therefore they
concluded that the optimal angle for any Diagrid structure would lie somewhere between
these two values.
04 /
02/
0' 20 4b 6b
FIGURE 8 SHEAR RIGIDITY VARIATION WITH THETA (MOON ET AL.)
Connor developed a dimensionless parameter, s, which represents the relative contributions
between shear and bending deformation. Buildings with a small aspect ratio on the order of
unity exhibit significant shear deformation, while buildings with a large aspect ratio over 7
experience significant bending deformation. Between these two values, the building
undergoes comparable shear and bending deformation and both must be considered for an
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accurate analysis of the structure. Considering this information alongside the optimal
angles for shear and bending rigidity, they concluded that as the aspect ratio of the building
increases, so does the optimal angle of the diagonals.
Moon et al. proceeded to analyze Diagrids of different heights and different diagonal angles.
Their first design was a 60 story tall Diagrid with a 36 meter by 36 meter plan and a
diagonal angle of 63'. The design was governed by a motion constraint for the displacement
at the top of the building, rather than strength.
H
u(H) < = .48 meters500
They then tested seven different Diagrids with varying diagonal angles using roughly the
same member design, and maximum displacements were gathered. In the analysis of 42
story and 20 story tall Diagrids, it was found that the design of 20 story structures is
governed by strength, and that even the relative conservative displacement constraint used
resulted in members that failed code checks. They concluded that for aspect ratios between
5 and 7, the lateral stiffness of the building governed the design of the structure, while for
aspect ratios around 2 the strength of the members governed the design.
Varying Diagrid Angles
Some research has been pursued regarding Diagrids containing diagonals whose angles
change as they move from the top to the bottom of the building. This change in angle
addresses the change in demand as you travel up the building; that is the members at the
bottom of the building need to resist higher gravity loads and the members at the top need
to resist higher lateral loads. Zhang et al. suggest that a shallower angle at the top of the
building and a deeper angle at the bottom of the building could effectively address this
issue.
Zhang et al. identify two design parameters, 01 and 02, which correspond to the angles of
the diagonals at the top and bottom of the building respectively. They find the optimal
bottom angle to be:
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02 opt = arctan H/B
1 +.475 1
4.75
They then define the optimal top angle as:
H
0 1 opt = 02 opt for- ; 3.5
.1
(02 opt - arcsin-) 1 H
0 1 opt = + arcsin - for - > 3.5
HB HB /3 B(1 + In 35) 2
Relevant Conclusions
There are several conclusions that are important when considering lateral performance and
loss estimation of Diagrid structures. The optimal angle for a Diagrid structure varies
between 350 and 90' in order to balance the resistance of lateral and gravity loads, and as
the aspect ratio increases the optimal angle also increases. At a low aspect ratio around 2,
strength governs the design, while at a higher aspect ratio around 6, lateral stiffness
governs the design. Similarly, at low aspect ratios the buildings tend to behave like shear
beams, while at larger aspect ratios the buildings tend to behave like bending beams. It is
also possible to design a Diagrid with diagonals that change their angle according to the
dominant stresses they face along the length of the building. While these conclusions were
drawn from research performed on Diagrids under wind loads, they offer insight into the
behavior of the lateral performance of Diagrids and can be useful when considering Diagrid
loss estimation under seismic loads.
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Diagrid Performance under Seismic Loads
Seismic Performance
Kim and Lee conducted a seismic performance evaluation of Diagrid structures in 2012.
They noted that Diagrids resist shear lag more effectively and exhibit greater stiffnesses
than similar tubular structures. The design was performed according to IBC 2006
standards with a response modification factor of R = 3, an Sds value of .37 and an Sdl value
of .15. The Diagrids tested had a footprint of 36 meters by 36 meters and an aspect ratio of
3.6. They tested Diagrids with diagonal angles of 50.20, 61.0*, 67.4, 71.6*, 74.5, 79.5, and
9 0.90 .
An initial conclusion was drawn that as the slope of the diagonals in the Diagrid increase,
so do the natural period of vibration and modal mass participation factor of the
fundamental mode.
Fundamental mode
Modal participation
Model V, (kN V./W Period (s) mass ('i>
DS-50.2 9261.8 0.178 2.67 59.2
DS-61.0 9128.2 0.188 2.59 61.9
DS-67.4 9136.1 0.187 2.69 6.1
DS-71.6 9133.3 0.187 2.87 66.1
DS-74.5 9121.2 0.188 3.14 67.2
DS-79.5 9163.7 0.185 3.82 69.6
TS 9238.7 0.179 4.90 69.1
FIGURE 9 MODAL RESPONSES (KIM AND LEE)
Non-linear analysis revealed the Diagrid's stiff, yet brittle behavior. The Diagrid structures
failed at an inter-story drift below 1%, while the tubular structure was ductile beyond an
inter-story drift of 2% and did not fail until an inter-story drift around 3%. The pushover
analysis of the Diagrid revealed a concentration of few yielded members at the base of the
building, while the tubular structure developed hinges throughout the building.
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FIGURE 10 PUSHOVER RESPONSES (KIM AND LEE)
According to Kim and Lee, when buckling restrained braces (BRBs) were added to the
Diagrids, the stiffness of the Diagrids decreased slightly, while the strength of the structure
significantly increased due to the improved ductility of the system. Similarly, the formation
of plastic hinges in the Diagrids was more evenly distributed throughout the building and
more closely resembled the non-linear response of the tubular structure.
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FIGURE 11 HINGE FORMATION OF DIAGRID (LEFT) AND TUBULAR STRUCTURE
(KIM AND LEE)
Kim and Lee found the shear lag effect on the Diagrids to be much lower than on the
tubular structure, even though the Diagrids tested had no additional rigid core. Above a
diagonal angle of 700, the shear lag effect increases dramatically in Diagrids, while a
circular plan helps reduce the shear lag effect in Diagrids. Though it was found that
diagonal angles between 60* and 70* are the most effective at carrying both gravity and
lateral loads, it was also observed that the 67.4* and 74.5* Diagrids exhibited larger
displacements at the top of the building due to the increased participation of higher modes
of vibration.
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FIGURE 12 SHEAR LAG EFFECT ON DIAGRIDS (LEFT) AND TUBULAR STRUCTURES (RIGHT)
(KIM AND LEE)
Kim and Lee also found that the material efficiency of a Diagrid depends heavily on the
angle of the diagonal braces. When the angle is too low, buckling lengths and inefficiency at
carrying gravity loads causes large cross sectional areas. When the angle is too high,
inefficiency at carrying lateral loads causes large cross sectional areas. Therefore, they
hypothesized that there is a certain angle between 350 and 900 that will optimize the
material efficiency of the Diagrid.
The research performed by Kim and Lee sheds light on the seismic performance on
Diagrids, but it does not address a unique design procedure for the Diagrids. While they
point out the unique features of the Diagrid, namely the increased stiffness and reduced
ductility when compared to other steel systems, their design procedure fails to address
these features.
Seismic Design Parameters
Bill Baker et al. from SOM developed a design paradigm for Diagrid structures that
addresses the lack of well-defined Diagrid specific design parameters by investigating
several different Diagrid archetypal models.
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Archetype Model parameters:
a. 5 Building Aspect (H/B) ratios t
b. 5 Column Inclination Angles
c 4 Seisnuc Design Category (SDC)
d. 3 Gravity Load Intensity
Total Number of Models = 5x5x4x3=300
FIGURE 13 ARCHETYPAL MODEL PARAMETERS (BAKER ET AL.)
Current building codes do not recognize Diagrids as a unique structural system, so any
analysis must be undertaken with either generic seismic design parameters, or estimated
seismic design parameters determined with engineering judgment. Diagrids bear some
resemblance to other structural systems in the way they behave, but also contain key
differences. Steel braced frames contain diagonal elements designed to stiffen the building
laterally by resisting forces in tension and compression, however they do not carry gravity
loads like Diagrid elements do. As stated previously, Diagrids can be designed with a core
that resists lateral loads in addition to the Diagrid members, or the Diagrid can function as
the only lateral load resisting system. When this is the case, the Diagrid structure could
also be classified as a Load bearing wall system, as the Diagrid creates a perimeter shell
that resists both lateral and gravity loads. However, given these alternatives, it is clear
that specific seismic design parameters should be developed for Diagrid structures.
Development of these parameters will ensure more accurate seismic analysis of Diagrid
structures in the future.
Three of the key design parameters that significantly influence the seismic design of a
structure are the R factor, the System Overstrength Factor, and the Deflection
Amplification Factor.
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C = Deflection Ampication
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C, Overstrength FactW = V _/V
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FIGURE 14 SEISMIC PARAMETER DETERMINATION (BAKER ET AL.)
The R factor is representative of the structural system being designed to resist the lateral
loads. R factors range from 1.5 to 9. A low R factor is used to represent a brittle, stiff
system, while a high R factor is used to represent a ductile system that dissipates
significant energy and is very flexible. Using a high R factor requires significantly more
seismic detailing and work to ensure the appropriate ductility. A high R factor results in
lower lateral loads because the system is more efficient at dissipating energy and
redistributing loads under extreme events. A low R factor results in higher lateral loads
because the inherent brittleness of the structure results in little dissipation of energy, and
the structure must face the brunt of the lateral loads. The System Overstrength Factor
allows designers to predict the increased seismic loads an element will see during a seismic
event if it is designed to remain linear elastic, still using only elastic design methods. It is
also an indicator of the residual strength left in the structure after its first substantial
yield, reflecting the robustness of the structure and its ability to redistribute loads.
In Bill Baker's paper, an iteration of R is undertaken for a particular Diagrid structure. An
initial estimate of R = 1 was assumed, which corresponds to extremely brittle behavior and
little to no energy dissipation. The non-linear analysis converged to an R factor of 3.54.
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FIGURE 15 R FACTOR DETERMINATION (BAKER ET AL.)
This value is slightly higher than the value of 3 taken for "Steel Systems Not Specifically
Detailed for Seismic Resistance, Excluding Cantilever Column Systems". While Diagrid
structures experience more brittle behavior than tubular structures of comparable
structural properties, Diagrids present significant opportunities for load redistribution
during seismic events. The robustness of the system, with numerous members designed to
remain linear elastic under seismic events, compensates for its lack of ductility. Baker
estimated the System Overstrength Factor at 1.5 for Diagrid type structures, also
reinforcing the idea of a highly robust system with multiple load paths.
Relevant Conclusions
These papers illuminate several key points to consider when analyzing the performance of
or designing Diagrids for seismic excitation. First we see that Diagrids exhibit more brittle
behavior than tubular structures of similar size and design. The pushover analyses
revealed collapses of the Diagrids at interstory drift ratios around 1%, well below the limit
for tubular structures. We also find that for a Diagrid we can assume a response
modification factor of 3.54, giving us a greater reduction in seismic loads than a generic
system not designed or detailed for seismic excitations.
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Chapter 4: Seismic Damage Estimation (FEMA)
Seismic damage to a building during an earthquake can occur for a variety of reasons, and
balancing the maximum displacements and accelerations experienced by a building during
a seismic event is paramount. Damage to a building can be broadly categorized into either
structural damage or non-structural damage. Structural damage involves damage to:
* Vertical supports
* Horizontal supports
* Load-bearing walls
* Diagonal bracing elements
* Floor and roof slabs and/or decking
* Foundation systems
Non-structural damage involves damage to:
. Architectural components
" Mechanical, electrical, and plumbing (MEP) components
* Furniture, fixtures, equipment, and contents
Non-structural damage can be further categorized as displacement sensitive and
acceleration sensitive components. Displacement sensitive components are more likely to be
damaged when subjected to large interstory displacement, while acceleration sensitive
components are more likely to be damaged when subjected to high floor accelerations.
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Type Item Drift- Acceleration
Sensitive Sensitive
Nonbearing Walls/Partitions -
Cantilever Elements and
Parapets
Exterior Wall Panels -
Architectural Veneer and Finishes -
Penthouses
Racks and Cabinets -
Access Floors
Appendages and Ornaments
General Mechanical
Manufacturing and Process
Machinery
Piping Systems -
Mechanical and Storage Tanks and Spheres
Electrical HVAC Systems -
Elevators -
Trussed Towers
General Electrical -
Lighting Fixtures
File Cabinets, Bookcases, etc.
Office Equipment and
Furnishings
Computer/Communication
Contents Equipment
Nonpermanent Manufacturing
Equipment
Manufacturing/Storage
Inventory
Art and other Valuable Objects -
FIGURE 16 CLASSIFICATION OF NON-STRUCTURAL
(FEMA HAZUS-MH 2.0)
BUILDING COMPONENTS
Non-structural damage is often rooted in four principal causes: inertial forces, building
deformations, building separations, and non-structural interactions. Inertial forces are
generated due to the acceleration of the ground and the desire of the building to stay at
rest. The more massive and the higher the building, the greater these inertial forces
become, often resulting in forces much larger than the base shear components seen by the
building. Inertial forces cause rocking, shifting, and sliding of building components.
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Overturningof
slender objects
I SlIdingof
# # stocky objects
Ground motion
FIGURE 17 INERTIAL DAMAGE (FEMA E-74)
Building deformations are the result of local displacement, yielding, and failure of
structural elements causing the building to displace excessively. These deformations can
damage non-structural components sensitive to small deformations, like glass or masonry.
Sto Drift Breakage of glass
or partitions
Horizontal
Earthquake
force deforms
the structure
Shear
FIGURE 18 BUILDING DEFORMATION DAMAGE (FEMA E-74)
Building separation can cause damage to utilities and other architectural features that
connect different buildings via a seismic joint. Different buildings will move back and forth
at different speed and intensities depending on their characteristics, and thus if the seismic
joint is not large enough, pounding can occur between different buildings. Similarly, if non-
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structural components shift greatly during the seismic event, they can crash into and
damage each other.
Deformed shape Breakage of piping or ducts may occur at
of building seismic joints due to differential
displacements( separation and pounding)
'1~~
'F-
ii-
I
-I
Deformed shape
of building
(I
Ground motion
FIGURE 19 POUNDING DAMAGE (FEMA E-74)
The relative contributions of structural and non-structural components to the total
construction cost vary from building to building, though typically structural components are
worth 15-25%, while non-structural components are worth 75-85%. These numbers suggest
the importance of protecting non-structural components during seismic events.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
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o0
* Structural
* Non-structural
* Contents
Office Hotel Hospital
FIGURE 20 CONTRIBUTIONS OF STRUCTURAL AND NON-STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS TO
TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COSTS (FEMA E-74)
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Two studies performed after the San Fernando earthquake in 1971 highlight the relative
costs of the non-structural components of building construction, the first being a survey of
25 commercial buildings and the second being a survey of 50 high rise buildings. The 25
commercial buildings only yielded structural damages equal to 3% of total property losses;
while none of the high rise buildings surveyed sustained any significant structural damage.
Of the 50 high rise buildings, 43 sustained damage to non-loadbearing walls and partitions,
18 sustained damage to elevators, and 15 sustained damage to windows.
Relative Contributions of Building
Systems to Total Losses
0 Structural Damage
a MEP
a Exterior Finishes
m Interior Finishes
FIGURE 21 SURVEY OF 25 COMMERCIAL STRUCTURES AFTER SAN FERNANDO (FEMA E-74)
The decision to seismically retrofit a structure is a delicate balance between investing in a
more robust structural system before a seismic event and repairing the damaged structure
after the seismic event. While the estimation of retrofit costs is relatively straight forward
depending on the type, quality, and extent of the retrofit being performed, the estimation of
repair costs for specific buildings depends extensively on a variety of different factors. If
building owners are able to accurately compare the two costs, the decision to retrofit or
repair could be made in an intelligent fashion and a substantial amount of money could
potentially be saved. The ability to accurately estimate economic losses is valuable not only
for building owners, but also for local and national governments attempting to effectively
protect their property from seismic events.
Seismic codes and design have effectively ensured life safety in the design of new buildings
and the retrofit of older buildings. However, the economic losses due to seismic events are
substantial enough to warrant further discussion of designing specifically for the reduction
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of damage. It has been widely accepted in the engineering community that there is a
correlation between interstory drift and floor acceleration and the amount of damage
induced in the structure. In order to effectively design for the reduction of damage, one
must be able to identify either discrete levels or a continuous function relating damage with
a measurable performance quantity like interstory drift or floor acceleration. This
relationship between damage and either interstory drift or floor acceleration is likely to be
an oversimplification as the ultimate damage depends on other factors. FEMA identifies the
key variables as:
1. Characteristics of the ground shaking
2. Characteristics of the structural system
3. Location of non-structural items
4. Distribution of loads
5. Anchorage conditions
6. Structural anchorage conditions
7. Potential interaction with other elements
8. Potential for secondary damage
The classification of some of these factors (structural systems, for example) has been well
documented, while the predictions of the future seismic events are a technical impossibility.
Despite these complexities, several methods have been developed for estimating damage to
either a group of buildings or a single building. In this thesis we used a simplified method
for loss estimation that depended solely on the interstory drift of the building. In reality,
life cycle analyses have shown losses due to accelerations dominate repair costs when
compared to losses due to drift. For simplicity, we ignored losses due to floor accelerations,
though we took conservative estimates for content replacement costs in an attempt to
mitigate this assumption. The method used in this thesis can easily be adopted to include
damage due to acceleration, which would improve the method's accuracy and usability.
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Chapter 5: Motion Based Seismic Design of Diagrids
Overview of Motion Based Design
Current design practices are focused on strength based design procedures where the design
demand values are peak quantities from extreme loading conditions. Members are sized to
insure their strength capacity is greater than the strength demand, after which
serviceability conditions are checked based on parameters like deflection, interstory drift,
and floor accelerations.
While strength based design is an effective design procedure for many structures, it has its
shortcomings with new buildings as flexible and motion-sensitive structure become more
popular. Whereas strength based design focuses on ensuring safety and reducing loss of life,
motion based design hinges on the design of a building for occupancy comfort. In this thesis,
we use a damage oriented motion based design scheme for the design of Diagrids by
assigning corresponding damage states to various motion constraints we can impose on our
analytical models.
Optimal motion based design for a building is uniform shear and bending distribution,
which can only be achieved for statically determinate structures. If a building is modeled as
a cantilever, it can be analyzed as a statically determinate system and designed for uniform
shear and bending deformation. The maximum deflection experienced at the end of the
building can be expressed as a combination of the contributions from shear deformation and
the bending deformation. Depending on the aspect ratio of the building, these contributions
vary widely.
Depending on the serviceability requirements decided upon by the engineers, a building can
be designed so as to limit displacements and/or accelerations below a certain critical value.
For instance, it is generally accepted that a human being's comfort tolerance for
acceleration is approximately .015g. Tall, flexible, high rise buildings with large aspect
ratios can thus be designed so as to be assured the maximum acceleration will not cause
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motion sickness or discomfort to the occupants of the top floors. The motion constraint used
to design the building must always be checked against strength requirements, but in a
flexible structure the motion constraint will very likely result in a more robust design from
the beginning of the process.
Model Definitions
Evidenced by the literature discussed previously regarding the design and performance of
Diagrids under wind and seismic loads, the performance of a Diagrid depends heavily on
the aspect ratio and diagonal angle of the building. As Diagrids become a more popular
structural system and the reduction of seismic damage during earthquakes becomes
increasingly important in seismic design, the seismic evaluation of Diagrids with different
archetypal configurations is paramount. While designing Diagrids for motion constraints in
an attempt to reduce structural and non-structural damage is an interesting prospect, its
economically feasibility rests on comparisons of the upfront retrofitting or design costs and
the inevitable repair costs.
To reconcile this problem, several different analytical Diagrid models were developed in
three different locations. These buildings were then designed for several motion constraints
corresponding to various levels of structural and/or non-structural damage. Then the
material costs of the Diagrids were compared to their estimated losses.
The methodology used in this thesis is laid out in this section with a general description of
the procedure, an overview of the analysis techniques and equations used, and a description
of the desired results. We used Matlab and Microsoft Excel to build the analytical models,
perform the analyses, and organize and store the data throughout the procedure. The data
and code produced for the purpose of this thesis are presented in the Appendix.
We first developed a number of analytical models to be tested by identifying the dependent
variables to be tested during the seismic performance and loss estimation procedure. We
identified two different locations for the Diagrids, New York, Boston, and San Francisco, in
order to generalize our results to locations with different seismic properties and histories.
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New York and Boston are similar with respect to seismic hazard, and thus are investigated
to understand the sensitivity of the loss estimation procedure to small changes in seismic
demand. New York and Boston are located in the northeast and tend to see a low level of
shaking. San Francisco is located on the west coast and often sees a high level of shaking,
due in part to its proximity to major fault lines.
Alaska Shaking intensity
Low Level of Shaking
Moderate Level of Shaking
High Level of Shaking
FIGURE 22 SEISMIC SHAKING MAP OF THE UNITED STATES (ASCE 7)
We chose a building geometry similar to the one tested by Kim and Lee and Moon et al. in
order to provide ourselves with an easy comparison of our analytical results to the modeled
results reviewed during the thesis. Our building had a 118 ft. by 118 ft. (36 meter by 36
meter) footprint, with 11.8 ft. (3.6 meter) story heights. The number of stories varied
according to the building's aspect ratio.
We chose to study Diagrids of nine different aspect ratios, ranging from 1 to 9, and
identified the aspect ratio of the Diagrid as one of two key features affecting the lateral
performance of the structural system. In their seismic analysis of Diagrids, Kim and Lee
studied Diagrids with the same aspect ratios, whereas Moon et al. studied different aspect
ratios and found drastic behavioral distances between the different models. Therefore we
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hoped to expand upon the seismic analysis of Diagrids by studying a wide range of aspect
ratios and identifying key trends.
Diagrid Heights by Aspect Ratio
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0 - - - -
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Aspect Ratio
FIGURE 23 VISUALIZATION OF DIAGRID HEIGHTS BY ASPECT RATIO
The other key feature affecting the lateral performance of the Diagrid is the angle of the
diagonal bracing members. We chose to study three different angles, 50.20, 67.40, and 74.50*.
Both Kim and Lee and Moon et al. found angles between 600 and 700 to be ideal when
considering gravity and lateral loads. Therefore, we chose one angle in this range and two
angles outside of this range in an attempt to understand the severity of the impact the
angle has on seismic performance and loss estimation.
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FIGURE 24 DIAGRID MODELS WITH 50.20, 67.40, AND 74.5* DIAGONAL ANGLES
(ADAPTED FROM KIM AND LEE)
These choices resulted in a total of 27 unique Diagrid geometries in 3 different locations, for
a total of 81 unique analysis cases.
Analysis of Diagrid Models
Once our geometries were defined, we began the construction of our analytical models. The
first step was to construct the seismic loads for each unique building using the Equivalent
Lateral Force Procedure, a static seismic design procedure outlined in ASCE 7 and adopted
in this thesis. Our Diagrids did not contain any of the following structural irregularities
that render ELFP inappropriate: torsional irregularities, re-entrant corners, diaphragm
discontinuities, out-of-plane offsets, nonparallel systems, stiffness irregularities, mass
irregularities, vertical geometry irregularities, in plane discontinuities, or soft stories. We
considered only square, symmetric Diagrids with uniform mass distribution and uniform
bracing topology. While the stiffness calibration changes the stiffness between the floors, no
floor was calibrated such that a soft story was produced in the building.
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The seismic design parameters depend heavily on the location of the building, and must
thus be developed separately for each building site. For simplicity, all buildings were
assumed to be in Site Class C and Importance Category 1.
Site Class
A. Hard rock
B. Rock
C. Very dense soil and soft rock
D. Stiff soil
E. Soft clay soil
F. Soils requiring site response analysis
in accordance with Section 21.1
For St: I ft/s = 0.3048 n/s: I lh/ft = 0.0479 kN/ni
FIGURE 25
N or N,, 7.
>5.00) ft/s NA NA
2.500 to 5,000 ft/s NA NA
1.200 to 2.500 ft/s >50 >2,0(X) psf
600 to 1.200 ft/s 15 to 50 1.000 to 2.000 psf
<600 ft/s <15 <1.(XX) psf
Any profile with more than 10 ft of soil having the following characteristics:
-Plasticity index P1 > 20.
-Moisture content w 40%.
-Undrained shear strength -, < 5(X) psf
See Section 20.3.1
SITE CLASSIFICATIONS (ASCE 7)
TABLE 11.5-1 IMPORTANCE FACTORS
ccupanoy Category I
I or 11 1.0
1__1l1.25
IV 1.5
FIGURE 26 IMPORTANCE FACTORS BY OCCUPANCY CATEGORY (ASCE 7)
Using these seismic design parameters and the U.S. Seismic Design Maps provided by the
USGS, we developed response parameters for the three unique sites in our analysis. The
data shows higher response parameters for San Francisco when compared to New York and
Boston, indicating the story shears and moments will be significantly higher in the
California based Diagrids. We thus expect the damage based calibration procedure to have
more of an effect on these Diagrids than on the New York and Boston Diagrids.
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FIGURE 27 SEISMIC RESPONSE PARAMETERS FOR NEW YORK, BOSTON, AND SAN
FRANCISCO
Analysis of Period Estimation Techniques
The ELFP depends upon the knowledge of the building's fundamental period for an
accurate estimation of the seismic loads. Current seismic design codes propose several
methods for estimating the period of a building for design purposes. These methods vary in
their accuracy depending on the building being considered, but they all depend on the
height or number of stories of the building being considered. The different estimations from
ASCE 7 are presented below.
For moment frames less than 12 stories tall:
T= .1*N
where N is the number of stories in the building. There are several other estimations
depending on the structural system, all of the form:
T = CTH4
where CT is the building period coefficient and Hn is the height of the building from the base
to the top. The coefficients for several common building types are outlined below.
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NEW YORK BOSTON SAN FRANCISCO
Ss 0.278 0.217 2.003
S1 0.071 0.069 0.943
Fa 1.200 1.200 1.000
Fv 1.700 1.700 1.300
Sms 0.334 0.260 2.003
Sm1 0.121 0.117 1.226
Sds 0.222 0.174 1.335
Sd1 0.080 0.078 0.817
To 0.073 0.090 0.122
Ts 0.365 0.451 0.612
TI 6.000 6.000 12.000
Structural System CT x
Steel Moment Resisting Frame .028 .8
Concrete Moment Resisting Frame .016 .9
Eccentrically Braced Steel Frame .03 .75
Other Structural System .02 .75
While these estimates are not specifically designed for Diagrid structures, it is possible to
use these estimates and compare the results to various known Diagrid periods to determine
their validity. Given valid results, these estimates may be used in the future as an initial
guess at the building's period in a design procedure. Both Kim and Lee and Moon et al.
developed several Diagrid models in their studies and catalogued the periods of the
structures. Kim and Lee used a 36 story Diagrid with 3.6 meter story heights in their
analyses, while Moon et al. used a 60 story Diagrid with 4 meter story heights. The
difference in heights provides us with a wider sample size when comparing the various
estimation techniques. The estimations for Kim and Lee's structures are outlined below.
Estimation Technique Estimated Period
. 1*N 3.6
ASCE 7 Steel Moment Resisting Frame 3.55
ASCE 7 Eccentrically Braced Steel Frame 2.81
ASCE 7 Other Structural System 1.87
The ASCE 7 Other Structural System gives the most conservative estimate of the period,
one which would result in higher design accelerations, while the .1*N gives the least
conservative estimate of the period. We expected the .1*N estimate to be inaccurate, as it is
appropriate for moment frames below 12 stories tall. The estimations for Moon et al.
structures are outlined below.
Estimation Technique Estimated Period
.1*N 6
ASCE 7 Steel Moment Resisting Frame 5.8
ASCE 7 Eccentrically Braced Steel Frame 4.46
ASCE 7 Other Structural System 2.97
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In order to compare the validity of these estimation techniques, we compare their error
with the values calculated by Kim and Lee and Moon et al. The fundamental periods
calculated by Kim and Lee display an upward trend as the angle of the diagonals increases.
Kim and Lee Fundamental Periods
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FIGURE 28 FUNDAMENTAL PERIODS FOR KIM AND LEE MODELS
The fundamental periods calculated by Moon et al. display a parabolic trend, with the
smallest fundamental period corresponding to the 69* Diagrid.
Moon et al. Fundamental Periods
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FIGURE 29 FUNDAMENTAL PERIODS FOR MOON ET AL. MODELS
Now we compare these periods to the ASCE 7 estimated periods to determine an estimation
technique that can be used in the future for initial values of the fundamental period.
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Comparison of Period Estimation Techniques for Kim and Lee Structures
180%
X
60 70 80
Diagrid Diagonal Angle
* Error with tubular structure
0 Error with ASCE7 SMRF
A Error with ASCE7 EBSF
Error with ASCE7 Other
Error with N/10
90 100
FIGURE 30 COMPARISON OF PERIOD ESTIMATION
KIM AND LEE MODELS
TECHNIQUES FOR
The graph reveals the ASCE 7 EBSF method to be extremely accurate for Diagrid angles
between 50.2* and 74.50, at which point the error increases substantially when predicting
the period of the 79.50 Diagrid and the tubular structure. It also reveals the significant
difference between the periods of the Diagrid structures and the period of the tubular
structure.
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The graph reveals similar results in that the ASCE 7 EBSF technique is relatively accurate
for Diagrids between 530 and 760. This leads us to believe that the ASCE 7 EBSF method
can be used to reliably generate initial estimates for Diagrid fundamental periods.
Aspect Ratio Height Period Estimation
1 118 1.075
2 236 1.807
3 354 2.450
4 472 3.039
5 590 3.593
6 708 4.120
7 827 4.625
8 945 5.112
9 1063 5.584
FIGURE 32 ESTIMATED FUNDAMENTAL PERIODS
It is worth pointing
Diagrids designed to
out that the two studies examine Diagrids of different heights and
different standards. The ASCE 7 EBSF technique yields errors of less
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than 12% for 36 story Diagrids with angles below 74.5'. It is slightly less effective at
predicting periods for the 60 story Diagrids, yielding errors below 16%. It is probable that
the estimation technique becomes less effective as the Diagrid gets taller, due to the
participation of higher modes. However, we used the ASCE 7 EBSF technique moving
forward as a reasonable starting point in our analytical models.
Once the period is known, we can estimate the base shear as:
V = CsW
Where Cs is the seismic response coefficient and W is the effective seismic weight of the
building. W is taken as 100% of the dead load plus an additional 5 psf, for a total of 100 psf.
The total weight of the building is then calculated as:
W = (.100 ksf) * (118 ft) * (118 f t) * (N)
Where N is the number of stories in the building being considered. Cs is calculated as
follows:
CS = DR1,
Where Sds is the design spectral response acceleration at short periods, R is the response
modification factor for Diagrid type structures, and I is the occupancy importance factor. In
our models we used R = 3.54, in accordance with the iterative procedure undertaken by
Baker et al. in their research on Diagrid seismic design parameters. Importance Category 1
yields an occupancy importance factor of 1. In addition to the above equation, Cs should not
exceed:
Cs= D1RSD for T T,
T ( )(T)
SD1T
CS =D1 for T > T,
T)
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And Cs shall not be taken less than .01. Similarly, where Si is greater than .6g, Cs shall not
be less than:
.5S1Cs = RI
where Si is the mapped maximum considered earthquake spectral response acceleration
parameter. In our study, this condition was considered only for the Diagrids located in San
Francisco.
Once the base shear V was developed, we approximated the story load Fx acting on each
story of the building:
Fx = CvxV
where Cvx is the vertical distribution factor:
C -- wx hX
Y wih
where w is a portion of the total effective seismic weight W determined earlier, and h is the
height from the base of the building to level i or x. k is an exponent related to the
structure's period:
1 for T .5 seconds
k = 2 for T 2.5 seconds
1linearly interpolate for .5 T 2.5
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Base Shears by Aspect Ratio
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FIGURE 33 BASE SHEARS FOR NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO
Base Moments by Aspect Ratio
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FIGURE 34 BASE MOMENTS FOR NEW YORK AND SAN FRANCISCO
Once the story forces were calculated, the shear and moment acting at each floor were
determined. These values were compared with calculated values for other tall buildings to
determine their validity, and they proved to be within an acceptable range. Given the
shear and moment acting on each floor, we used a motion based design scheme developed
by Moon et al. in order to calibrate the cross sectional areas of the diagonal members.
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2
First we developed constraints on the displacement of the top of the building according to
damage and loss estimation values. We can express this value of displacement at the top of
the building as:
X*H 2
u(H) = y*H + 2
2
where y*H is the shear deformation contribution to overall displacement, and His the2
bending deformation contribution to overall displacement. These two values are related by
the constant s, which represents the ratio between bending and shear deformation (Moon et
al.). It is useful to express the displacement at the top of the building as:
H
u(H) = -
a
Then we can express the shear and bending deformations respectively as:
1
f =(1 + s)a
2s
X H(1 + s)a
Determination of Alpha Values
In order to determine damage we use simple estimations of interstory drift ratios that
correspond to certain levels of damage in the structure. Because Diagrids are not
recognized in the building codes and hazard design documents like FEMA, we chose to use
the data for Steel Braced Frames, modified according to the behavior exhibited by the
Diagrids studied by Kim and Lee and Baker et al. The following data from FEMA explains
the different damage levels for a Steel Braced Frame.
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Slight Structural Damage: Few steel braces have yielded which may be indicated by
minor stretching and/or buckling of slender brace members; minor cracks in welded
connections; minor deformations in bolted brace connections.
Moderate Structural Damage: Some steel braces have yielded exhibiting observable
stretching and/or buckling of braces; few braces, other members or connections have
indications of reaching their ultimate capacity exhibited by buckled braces, cracked welds,
or failed connections.
Extensive Structural Damage: Most steel braces and other member have exceeded their
yield capacity, resulting in significant permanent lateral deformation of the structure.
Some structural members or connections have exceeded their ultimate capacity exhibited
by buckled or broken braces, flange buckling, broken welds, or failed bolted connections.
Anchor bolts at columns may be stretched. Partial collapse of portions of the structure is
possible due to failure of critical elements or connections.
Complete Structural Damage: Most of the structural elements have reached their
ultimate capacities or some critical members or connections have failed resulting in
dangerous permanent lateral deflection, partial collapse or collapse of the building.
Approximately 8% (low-rise), 5% (mid-rise) or 3% (high-rise) of the total area of S2
buildings with complete damage is expected to be collapsed.
FEMA developed interstory drift ratios that corresponds to these damage states for a given
structural system. Given an interstory drift ratio and the height of the Diagrid, we can
develop a corresponding value for alpha, which we can use in our evaluation of the required
cross sectional.
Damage State Drift Ratio Corresponding a
Slight Structural .0025 400
Moderate Structural .005 200
Extensive Structural .015 66.7
Complete Structural .04 25
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These damage approximations must be adjusted considering the increased stiffness and
increased brittleness of Diagrids when compared to ordinary Steel Braced Frames.
Similarly, the values need to be modified considering the heights of the buildings are
significantly higher than the specified heights in the FEMA Hazus manual. FEMA specifies
a high rise as 12+ stories, while some of our buildings are 90 stories tall. The increased
height increases the spectral displacements of the building and thus decreases the drift at
which damage occurs. Similarly, Kim and Lee arrived at different ratios when they
performed their pushover analyses. They discovered that a drift ratio around .01 would
result in collapse. Thus we used a drift ratio of .01 corresponding to Complete Structural
Damage (where a portion of the building has collapsed), and scaled the other drift ratios
according to the FEMA data for Steel Braced Frames.
Damage State Drift Ratio Corresponding a
Slight Structural .000625 1600
Moderate Structural .00125 800
Extensive Structural .00375 267
Complete Structural .01 100
It should be pointed out that an interstory drift of around 1% resulted in collapse in Kim
and Lee's research, though what portion of the building had collapsed is not specified. If in
fact Kim and Lee were referring to total collapse, than our estimates of alpha values for
Diagrids will be relatively conservative.
Once the displacement constraints have been established, we can relate the displacements
and deformations to the shears and moments present in the building:
V = KTAU
M = KBAI3
where:
Au = yh
A# = Xh
where h is the height of the story or module under consideration. In this thesis, h is taken
as the story height of 11.8 feet. Expanding upon the derivation of the stiffness of the
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diagonals performed earlier in the paper, we can express the stiffness of one story of
diagonals for the whole building:
KT = 2Nw ( cos 2o(L
KB Nf 2L sin2)
where Nw is the number of diagonals parallel to the plane shear, Nf is the number of
diagonals perpendicular to the plane of shear, E is the Young's modulus of the steel, L is
the length of the diagonals between stories, and B is the width of the building's footprint.
Combining the three previous sets of equations for both shear and bending, we arrive at the
following expressions for the cross sectional area of the diagonals required to achieve the
desired motion constraint:
VL
AdW = 2NEhycos 2 0
2ML
Ad= Nf B2 EXhsin2 0
where Adw is the required area for the diagonals parallel to the shear plane and Adf is the
required area for the diagonals perpendicular to the shear plane. Because the Diagrids
under consideration in this thesis are symmetrically and the faces are identical, only one
direction of loading needs to be considered.
Once the minimum cross sectional areas were determined according to the aspect ratio,
diagonal angle, and motion constraint of each Diagrid, we calculated the required tonnage
of steel for the entire building. Then, assuming the cost of steel to be $750 per ton
(worldsteelprices.com), we calculated an estimated cost of steel for each Diagrid.
(Total area of steel) * (Total length) * ( 4 9 0 lb ) * ($750 per ton)
Steel Cost =
2000
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Loss Estimation
We then assumed the different damage states correspond to certain levels of structural
repair; that is what percentage of the structural materials and contents cost would need to
be reinvested after a seismic event to repair the building. We assigned a 100% repair level
to the Complete Structural damage state, and assigned the other repair levels according to
the relationships between the FEMA drift ratios. For example, from the chart below we say
that upon moderate structural damage occurring, 12.5% of the structural material cost and
12.5% of the contents cost would need to be reinvested due to seismic damage.
Damage State Drift Ratio Repair Level
Slight Structural .000625 6.25%
Moderate Structural .00125 12.5%
Extensive Structural .00375 37.5%
Complete Structural .01 100%
We also assumed the Diagrids house only office space, which yields a replacement per
square foot cost of $88.21 for high rise buildings according to FEMA.
Contents Cost = ($88.21) * (118 ft) * (118 ft) * (N)
where N is the number of stories in the building.
replacement cost for each aspect ratio.
The table below shows the content
Aspect Ratio Square Footage Contents Cost
1 139240 $12,282,360.40
2 278480 $24,564,720.80
3 417720 $36,847,081.20
4 556960 $49,129,441.60
5 696200 $61,411,802.00
6 835440 $73,694,162.40
7 974680 $85,976,522.80
8 1113920 $98,258,883.20
9 1253160 $110,541,243.60
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We also had to estimate the necessary construction costs associated with the repairs. For
this estimation we used the budget from 30 St Mary Axe to establish a relationship between
the cost of steel and the total construction budget. For 30 St Mary Axe, the steel comprised
4% of the total budget, meaning the total construction cost was 25 times the cost of the
steel. We assumed a similar budget and budget breakdown as that for 30 St Mary Axe.
Therefore, in addition to the costs of steel and contents, we add an additional construction
cost:
Construction Cost = (Cost of Steel) * (25) * (Repair Level)
An example of the costs for a Diagrid with a diagonal angle of 67.40, an aspect ratio of 6,
designed to an alpha value of 800 in San Francisco is shown below.
Cost Type Cost
Steel $1,163,387.14
Contents $9,211,770.30
Construction $3,635,584.81
Total = Repair Cost $14,010,742.25
For large aspect ratios, the content replacement cost becomes the dominant cost, because it
is developed on a per area basis. For small alpha values, the construction cost becomes the
dominant cost, as more damage is incurred during the seismic event.
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Chapter 6: Results and Discussion
Several conclusions have been drawn from our analyses and are presented here
individually. The study as a whole is subsequently discussed qualitatively in the following
section. Unless otherwise specified, the results shown are from the analysis of San
Francisco Diagrids. The trends for all three cities are similar (and the differences will be
discussed), though the San Francisco data is easier to understand and represent due to its
scale.
The first step in gathering results was to identify Diagrids in which the required cross
sectional is too large to be practical. For example, a 50.20 Diagrid requires 5.2 square feet of
steel per member on the ground floor. This corresponds to approximately a 4 foot pipe with
6 inch wall thickness, which is not an economically feasible member size.
For Diagrids with aspect ratios between 1 and 3, that is between 10 and 30 stories tall, the
50.2* diagonal models were the most material efficient. For aspect ratios between 3 and
approximately 7, the 67.40 diagonal models were the most material efficient. Finally, for
aspect ratios above 7, the 74.5* diagonal models were the most material efficient. The first
figure shows this behavior for aspect ratios between 1 and 9, while the second figure
displays behavior between aspect ratios of 1 and 5.
Diagrid Costs for Alpha = 1600
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FIGURE 35 DIAGRID COSTS FOR ALPHA = 1600
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Diagrid Costs for Alpha = 1600
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FIGURE 36 DETAIL FOR ASPECT RATIOS BETWEEN 1 AND 5
These conclusions hold true for all three geographical locations tested and all values of
alpha tested. However, the costs of the New York and Boston Diagrids are significantly less
than the San Francisco Diagrids. This is because the San Francisco Diagrids see larger
seismic loads compared to the others, and thus need larger steel members.
If we look at a less conservative design value of alpha, we see similar trends, though the
disparities between the diagonal angles are significantly less. In the previous graphs we
saw a 50.2* Diagrid with an aspect ratio of 9 costing $20 million more than the 67.40 and
74.5* options. In the figure below, we see the same relationship, though the difference in
costs is only approximately $3.5 million.
Diagrid Costs for Alpha = 267
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FIGURE 37 DIAGRID COSTS FOR ALPHA = 267
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These conclusions coincide with the conclusions asserted by Kim and Lee and Moon et al.
that as the aspect ratio of the building increases, so does the optimal diagonal angle.
Considering the following figure from Moon et al. we could conclude that for the majority of
high rise construction, the ideal diagonal angle would be 67.4*.
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FIGURE 38 NUMBER OF BUILDINGS BY HEIGHT IN TALLEST 200 (MOON ET AL.)
We also see that, as expected, the most conservative estimate of alpha results in the highest
material costs for all Diagrids regardless of aspect ratio and diagonal angle.
67.4 Diagrid Costs for Different Alpha Values
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FIGURE 39 67.40 DIAGRID COSTS FOR DIFFERENT ALPHA VALUES
This result is somewhat obvious, as the stiffness of the Diagrid is proportional to the
required area of steel, which is proportional to the associated material cost of the Diagrid.
However, the results change once we consider estimated repair costs along with initial
material costs. Diagrids designed to an alpha value of 1600 are subject to only 6.25% repair
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costs after a seismic event, whereas the Diagrids designed to an alpha value of 267 are
subject to 37.5% repair costs. It was then expected that the ideal design value of alpha
would become less clear as we considered repair and replacement costs. The figure below
shows the estimated repair costs for a 67.40 Diagrid after a seismic event.
67.4 Diagrid Repair Costs
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FIGURE 40 67.4* REPAIR COSTS FOR DIFFERENT ALPHA VALUES
We see the repair costs associated with an alpha of 267 are the highest, while the repair
costs associated with an alpha of 1600 are the lowest. Likewise, the repair costs for an
alpha of 100 are the second lowest. This suggests that designing for an extreme value of
alpha is the best choice, in which you spend a significant amount of money constructing the
building but not repairing it (alpha of 1600) or you spend a significant amount of money
repairing the building but not constructing it (alpha of 100). We also see that for Diagrids
with small aspect ratios below 4, the difference between repair costs for different alpha
values is negligible. In this case we assume that the choice of alpha should not control the
design, whereas for an aspect ratio of 9 the choice of alpha makes a significant difference in
the estimated repair costs.
If we look at Diagrids of 50.20 and 74.5*, we see that the choice of alpha plays a more
significant role than it does for a Diagrid of 67.4*.
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74.5 Diagrid Repair Costs
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FIGURE 41 74.50 REPAIR COSTS FOR DIFFERENT ALPHA VALUES
50.2 Diagrid Repair Costs
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FIGURE 42 50.20 REPAIR COSTS FOR DIFFERENT ALPHA VALUES
The above figures suggest the efficiency of the 67.40 Diagrid when compared to the 50.2*
and the 74.50. A 50.20 Diagrid designed to an alpha of 100 incurs repair costs almost 6
times higher than an alpha of 1600, whereas the same Diagrids with 67.4* diagonals differ
by only approximately 8%. This suggests the geometry of the 67.40 is more effective at
resisting loads than the other two angle geometries, and thus it is less sensitive to other
Diagrid parameters.
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C.0
The aspect ratio of the building will most likely be determined before any analysis is
performed, and thus selecting a diagonal angle and alpha value from analysis results is
more feasible. The figures below show the repair costs for 3 different aspect ratios as they
vary with diagonal angle and alpha value.
Repair Costs for an Aspect Ratio of 1
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FIGURE 43 REPAIR COSTS FOR ASPECT RATIO OF 1
Repair Costs for an Aspect Ratio of 5
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FIGURE 45 REPAIR COSTS FOR ASPECT RATIO OF 9
We notice first that for all aspect ratios, a Diagrids of 67.40 is the most cost efficient choice
for an alpha of 100. This result was somewhat unexpected, and could be due to an error in
the analysis. Aside from this conclusion, we see that for an aspect ratio of 1, a 50.20 Diagrid
is the most cost efficient choice, regardless of alpha value. Similarly, for an aspect ratio of 5,
a 67.40 Diagrid is the most cost efficient choice. Finally, for an aspect ratio of 9, a 74.5*
Diagrid is the most cost efficient choice.
We also notice that as the alpha value increases, the difference between cost efficiency of
the different Diagrid angles approaches zero. This suggests that designing to a higher
stiffness standard detracts from the importance of the diagonal angle, making a higher
stiffness standard ideal for an architect or designer who wants a diagonal angle that is not
structurally optimal. This choice would need to take under consideration the size of the
members too, however, as a poor choice of angle may result in large members.
The cost efficiency of the Diagrids located in San Francisco varied heavily depending on the
values of the different design parameters. However, looking at the Diagrids in New York
and Boston, we see much less variation in the absolute cost efficiency of the buildings (see
figure below). This is due to the low seismic loads expected in these two cities, when
compared to the large seismic loads expected in a city like San Francisco. This leads us to
believe that this analysis procedure will not produce member areas and costs large enough
to govern the design procedure for the majority of the buildings tested. The worst case
Diagrid, corresponding to an aspect ratio of 9, an alpha of 1600, and a diagonal angle of
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50.20, yielded a required member area of .39 square feet for the members at the base of the
building. These designs will most likely be governed by strength constraints rather than
the motion constraint analyzed in this thesis.
67.4 Repair Costs (New York)
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FIGURE 46 67.40 REPAIR COSTS FOR NEW YORK
Looking at the results for the San Francisco Diagrids, it becomes clear that for low aspect
ratios the motion based design will not control the design, even with an alpha value of 1600
and large seismic loads. A Diagrid in San Francisco with an alpha of 1600, and aspect ratio
of 1, and an angle of 74.5* requires only 1.44 square inches of steel in its base members.
This threshold will certainly be surpassed by strength requirements. Therefore we can
generalize the results and assert that in low seismicity regions and for buildings with low
aspect ratios, stiffness based motion parameters will likely not govern the design process.
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Chapter 7: Additional Solutions for Damage Reduction
This paper discusses the feasibility of altering the stiffness distribution in a Diagrid to meet
certain damage based performance levels under seismic loading. However, the addition of
stiffness is a potentially expensive solution, albeit potentially elegant and discrete, to a
problem with a variety of solutions. Additional solutions are presented below, with a brief
description of each.
Tuned Mass Dampers
Tuned Mass Dampers are commonly used in high rise buildings, especially as they become
more flexible, to modify and reduce the displacement profile of the building. TMDs are
tuned to a specific frequency, often the fundamental frequency of the structure, and very
effectively reduce the response of the structure to wind loads with similar frequencies.
However, a TMD tuned to frequency 6i may not reduce the response to a forcing frequency
of W2, and may even increase the response. Thus, TMDs are especially difficult to utilize
during seismic events, because the earthquake can excite many different frequencies in a
short amount of time. Therefore, even if the TMD is tuned properly, it often takes too long
for the TMD to "recognize" the earthquake and damp the response. Figure 20 shows the
inefficiency of a TMD at damping structural response to the El Centro earthquake by
highlighting the TMD's inability to decrease displacements and its tendency to, at some
points in time, actually increase displacements.
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However, TMDs are very effective at reducing the response of tall buildings under wind
loads. The possibility of combining seismic damage based stiffness calibration with a TMD
is an appealing, although possibly expensive, option. While the stiffness calibration is
designed to reduce motion under seismic loads and consequently limit structural and/or
non-structural damage to some desired amount, the TMD can be utilized solely under
heavy wind loads. A TMD system activated by large interstory displacements at the top of
the building could remain inactive during seismic events due to the effective stiffness
calibration of the Diagrid under seismic loads.
Buckling Restrained Braces
Kim and Lee demonstrated the value in using BRBs in a Diagrid to significantly increase
the strength of the system while suffering only a small loss in stiffness. The Diagrid
structure is inherently robust due to its ability to redistribute loads, but also inherently
brittle. The addition of BRBs allows for a more uniform distribution of hinge formation
under extreme loads, which helps prevent brittle failure of the diagonals that are designed
to remain linear elastic.
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FIGURE 48 FOUR BRBS FRAMING INTO A CONNECTION (COREBRACE.COM)
BRBs consist of a bracing member that has been inserted into a steel casing member. The
bracing member is coating in an unbonding material, and the steel case is then filled with
mortar or concrete. The unbonding material prevents the brace from transferring axial
loads to the concrete, so the concrete only exists to prevent the steel brace from buckling.
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FIGURE 49 BRB BEHAVIOR COMPARED TO TYPICAL BRACE BEHAVIOR (BRUNEAU)
Base Isolation
Base Isolation attempts to isolate the structure from the seismic excitation altogether. The
base isolation system often consists of flexible bearings on which the building is installed.
When the earthquake arrives and the ground motion occurs, the bearings deform and the
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building is unrestrained and is allowed to move freely on top of the bearings. The base
isolation system effectively reduces the excitation that the building sees, thus reducing the
building response.
FIGURE 50 RUBBER BEARING BASE ISOLATION SYSTEM (CONNOR)
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Chapter 8: Limitations and Opportunities for Further Research
In this thesis we used static seismic analysis to calibrate Diagrid stiffness in an attempt to
estimate economic losses to Diagrid models with varying locations, diagonal angles, and
aspect ratios. Similarly, we attempted to reconcile a lack of information on seismic design
parameters for Diagrids by estimating and manipulating the data that exists for other
structural systems.
Dynamic Seismic Analysis
The seismic analysis performed in this thesis included a static estimation of the seismic
loads acting on the Diagrid structures in question. In order to obtain more accurate results,
dynamic analysis of the Diagrids via response spectrum analysis should be undertaken
when determining the demand on the buildings. The Equivalent Lateral Force Procedure
has severe limitations when considering tall buildings with structural and/or geometrical
variations. We assumed ELFP to be valid because of the assumed site class and the
uniformity of the buildings. However, to analyze complex buildings with a procedure
similar to the one performed in this thesis a different seismic analysis procedure would
need to be used.
A further step to be taken to validate the research performed in this thesis is to evaluate
the response of the Diagrid structures that have been studied, when subjected to multiple
time histories of different earthquakes. A severe limitation of loss estimation and seismic
research arises from the impracticality of performing large numbers of time history
analyses due to the large computational power and time required. While using a response
spectrum attempts to ameliorate this problem, using time histories reveal the building
response when exposed to a more realistic seismic event.
Seismic Design Parameters
A necessary step to improve the accuracy of the seismic design of any Diagrids rests upon
the development of code based design parameters for Diagrid structures. At several steps
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during the analysis, we had to utilize design parameters intended for other structural
systems adjusted to use with Diagrids. At each of these points it is probable that our
analysis lost some degree of accuracy due to the assumptions we made. In order to further
support the conclusions of this thesis, the method should be tested on structural systems
that have well developed seismic design parameters.
Further Development of Damage and Loss Estimation Functions
One of the main limitations of this thesis is the simplicity of the damage functions used to
estimate losses due to seismic excitation. While more accurate solutions exist, the field of
loss estimation contains inherent unpredictability due to the number of factors affecting it.
In this thesis many assumptions are made regarding the general building stock and
building use, two variables that not only change drastically as you consider different
buildings, but also significantly affect the outcome of loss estimation. Similarly, we assume
that the building losses depend only on the level of interstory drift during a seismic event,
ignoring the effect of floor acceleration. However, we discussed previously the important of
considering accelerations when estimating non-structural damage, which can often
comprise a large portion of the sustained losses during a seismic event. Therefore, future
work on this topic must include the effect the stiffness calibration has on floor
accelerations. It is likely the Diagrids designed to an alpha of 1600, that is the stiffest
Diagrids with the largest steel members that see the least drift related damage during an
earthquake, would see the highest acceleration related damage. This optimization of drift
induced damage and acceleration induced damage is an important next step when building
upon the research presented in this thesis.
Seismic Detailing for Diagrid Connections
Seismic detailing of Diagrids would play a significant role in the seismic design process,
affecting the response modification factor of 3.54 determined by Baker et al. Diagrid
members are often connected to several other members at nodal connections, which are
often prefabricated for accuracy and ease of construction. If these connections could be
seismically detailed effectively, the loads on the Diagrid structure during a seismic event
could be considerably less. While this requires significantly more robust design of the
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connections and potentially more expensive fabrication, the Diagrid members could
potentially be smaller due to the decreased demand.
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
As flexible, high rise designs continue to drive the limits of modern engineering techniques,
the applicability of motion based design will become increasingly important. Similarly, the
ability to accurately predict seismic damage and financial losses is of paramount
importance in order to advance the field of seismic engineering. As we live in an
increasingly sustainable built environment, engineers must hold a constant concern for the
optimization of not only structural efficiency, but of material and cost efficiency. The
Diagrid represents a similar synthesis between structural efficiency and architectural
expression, one that highlights the bright possibilities of a marriage between two separate
yet closely related fields of practice.
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Appendix
Matlab Code
%Read Diagrid properties and periods from excel spreadsheet
filename = 'information workbook rev 7.xlsx';
T = xlsread(filename,'ASCE 7 Period Prediction','B6:J6');
N = xlsread(filename,'ASCE 7 Period Prediction','B2:J2');
R 3.54;
I = 1;
%read usgs data from excel spread sheet
NYdata = xlsread(filename,'USGS Data','B2:B12');
MAdata xlsread(filename,'USGS Data','C2:C12');
CAdata = xlsread(filename,'USGS Data','D2:D12');
Data = [NYdata MAdata CAdata];
%calculate the seismic weight of each floor
floorarea = (36*36*3.28*3.28);
d_load = .100;
w-perfloor = floorarea*d_load;
%initialize seismic data for each city
for k = 1:3
To(k) = Data(9,k);
Ts(k) = Data(10,k);
Tl(k) = Data(11,k);
Sds(k) = Data(7,k);
Sd1(k) = Data(8,k);
S 1(k) = Data(2,k);
end
%Calculate base shears
for j 1:3
for i 1:length(T)
Csmax=Sds(j)*I/R;
Cscheck=max(Sd(j)/(T(i)*(R/I)),.5*S1()/(R/I));
Cs(i,j)=min(Csmax,Cscheck);
W(i,j)=N(i)*w-per-floor;
baseV(i,j)=Cs(i,j)*W(i,j);
end
end
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sum = zeros(9);
for z = 1:length(N)
if T(z) > 2.5
kl(z) = 2;
else
kl(z) = 1+(2-1)*(T(z)-.5)/(2.5 - .5);
end
for u = 1:N(z)
sum(z) = sum(z) + w-per-floor*(u*3.6)Akl(z);
end
end
%Calculate vertical distribution factors
for q = 1:length(N)
for y = 1:N(q)
Cvx(y,q) = (w per-floor*(y*3.6)^ k1(q))/sum(q);
end
end
%Calculate story forces
baseV = baseV';
Cvx_1 = Cvx(2:90,:);
for al = 1:length(T)
for a2 = 1:N(al)-1
NYF(a2,al) Cvx_1(a2,al)*baseV(1,al);
MAF(a2,al) Cvxl(a2,al)*baseV(2,al);
CAF(a2,al) Cvxl(a2,a l)*baseV(3,a l);
end
end
xlswrite(filename, NYF, 'NY Story Forces');
xlswrite(filename, IA_F, 'MA Story Forces');
xlswrite(filename, CAF, 'CA Story Forces');
clear all
filename = 'information workbook rev 7.xlsx';
aspect-ratio = xlsread(filename,'Diagrid Geometries','B3:J3');
B = 36*3.28;
H = aspect ratio.*B;
alpha = 100;
s = 4;
gamma = 1/((1+s)*alpha);
chi 2*gamma*s./H;
Nw 12;
Nf = 12;
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E = 29000*144;
theta(1) = xlsread(filename,'50.2 Strength','B7');
theta(2) = xlsread(filename,'67.4 Strength','B7');
theta(3) = xlsread(filename,'74.5 Strength','B7');
d-length(1) = xlsread(filename,'50.2 Strength','B23');
d-length(2) = xlsread(filename,'67.4 Strength','B23');
djlength(3) = xlsread(filename,'74.5 Strength','B23');
h(1) = xlsread(filename,'Diagrid Geometries','B10')*3.28;
h(2) = xlsread(filename,'Diagrid Geometries','C10')*3.28;
h(3) = xlsread(filename,'Diagrid Geometries','D10')*3.28;
for k 1:3
forj = 1:length(H)
factorV(j,k) = djlength(k)/(2*Nw*E*h(k)*gamma*cos(theta(k))A2);
factorMj,k) = 2*d-length(k)/((Nf+2)*BA2*E*chi(j)*h(k)*sin(theta(k))A 2);
end
end
NYDesignV = xlsread(filename,'NY Story Forces','K1:S89');
MADesignV = xlsread(filename,'MA Story Forces','K1:S89');
CADesignV xlsread(filename,'CA Story Forces','K1:S89');
NYDesignM xlsread(filename,'NY Story Forces','AF1:AN88');
MADesignM xlsread(filename,'MA Story Forces','Af1:AN88');
CADesignM xlsread(filename,'CA Story Forces','AF 1:AN88');
for al = 1:length(factorV)
for a2 = 1:length(NYDesignV)
NY_V_Area(a2,al) = NYDesignV(a2,al)*factorV(al,1);
MA_V_Area(a2,al) MADesignV(a2,al)*factorV(a1, 1);
CA_V_Area(a2,al) CADesignV(a2,al)*factorV(al,1);
end
end
for a3 = 1:length(factorM)
for a4 = 1:length(NYDesign M)
NY_M_Area(a4,a3) = NYDesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3, 1);
MA M_Area(a4,a3) MADesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3, 1);
CA M_Area(a4,a3) CADesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3, 1);
end
end
filename = 'information workbook rev 7.xlsx';
xlswrite(filename, NY_V_Area, 'NY Req Areas 50.2');
xlswrite(filename, MIAV_Area, 'MA Req Areas 50.2');
xlswrite(filename, CA_V_Area, 'CA Req Areas 50.2');
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xlswrite(filename, NY_M_Area, 'NY Req Areas 50.2','K1:S88');
xlswrite(filename, MA_M_Area, 'MA Req Areas 50.2','K1:S88');
xlswrite(filename, CA_M_Area, 'CA Req Areas 50.2','K1:S88');
for al = 1:length(factorV)
for a2 = 1:length(NYDesignV)
NY_V_Area(a2,al) NY DesignV(a2,a1)*factorV(a1,2);
MA_VArea(a2,al) = MA Design V(a2,al)*factorV(a1,2);
CA_V_Area(a2,al) CADesignV(a2,al)*factorV(a1,2);
end
end
for a3 = 1:length(factorM)
for a4 = 1:length(NYDesignM)
NY_M Area(a4,a3) NY DesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3,2);
MA_MArea(a4,a3) = MA Design M(a4,a3)*factorM(a3,2);
CA_MArea(a4,a3) CADesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3,2);
end
end
xlswrite(filename,
xlswrite(filename,
xlswrite(filename,
xlswrite (filename,
xlswrite(filename,
xlswrite (filename,
NY_V_Area, 'NY Req Areas 67.4');
MA_V_Area, 'MA Req Areas 67.4');
CA_V_Area, 'CA Req Areas 67.4');
NY_M_Area, 'NY Req Areas 67.4','K1:S88');
MA_M_Area, 'MA Req Areas 67.4','K1:S88');
CA_M_Area, 'CA Req Areas 67.4','K1:S88');
for al = 1:length(factorV)
for a2 = 1:length(NYDesignV)
NY_V_Area(a2,al) NYDesign V(a2,al)*factorV(al,3);
MA_VArea(a2,al) = MA Design V(a2,a 1)*factorV(a 1,3);
CA_V_Area(a2,al) = CADesignV(a2,al)*factorV(a1,3);
end
end
for a3 = 1:length(factorM)
for a4 = 1:length(NYDesignM)
NY_MArea(a4,a3) NY DesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3,3);
MA_MArea(a4,a3) MA DesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3,3);
CA_M_Area(a4,a3) CADesignM(a4,a3)*factorM(a3,3);
end
end
xlswrite (filename,
xlswrite (filename,
xlswrite (filename,
xlswrite (filename,
xlswrite(filename,
xlswrite(filename,
NY_V_Area, 'NY Req Areas 74.5');
MA_V_Area, 'MA Req Areas 74.5');
CA_V_Area, 'CA Req Areas 74.5');
NY_M_Area, 'NY Req Areas 74.5','K1:S88');
MA_M_Area, 'MA Req Areas 74.5','K1:S88');
CA_M_Area, 'CA Req Areas 74.5','K1:S88');
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%Cost Comparisons
contentscosts = xlsread('information workbook rev 7','H14:H22');
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
repaircosts_1600 = alpha_1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_800 = alpha_800_cost*.125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.125 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_267 = alpha_267_cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha_1600_cost*25*1 + contentscosts;
CAcosts_745 = [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
CArepair_745 = [repair-costs_1600 repair-costs_800 repairscosts_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
repaircosts_1600 = alpha_1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_800 = alpha_800_cost*. 125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*. 125 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_267 = alpha_267_cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha 1600_cost*25*.1 + contentscosts;
MAcosts_745 = [alpha 1600_cost alpha-800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
MArepair_745 = [repair-costs_1600 repair-costs_800 repair-costs_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 74.5', 'AS3:AS 11');
repaircosts_1600 = alpha_1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_800 = alpha_800_cost*.125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.125 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_267 = alpha_267_cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.1 + contentscosts;
NYcosts_745 = [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
NYrepair_745 = [repair-costs_1600 repair-costs_800 repair-costs_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
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repair-costs_1600 = alpha 1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repair-costs_800 = alpha_800_cost*. 125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*. 125 + contentscosts;
repair-costs_267 = alpha_267_cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repair-costs_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.1 + contentscosts;
CAcosts_674= [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
CA-repair_674 = [repaircosts_1600 repaircosts_800 repaircosts_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800-cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
repair-costs_1600 = alpha 1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repair costs_800 = alpha_800_cost*.125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.125 + contentscosts;
repair-costs_267 = alpha_267 cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repair-costs_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha 1600_cost*25*1 + contentscosts;
MA_costs_674 = [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
MA repair_674 = [repair costs_1600 repaircosts_800 repaircosts_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 67.4', 'AS3:AS 11');
repair-costs_1600 = alpha_1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repair costs_800 = alpha_800 cost*. 125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*. 125 + contentscosts;
repair costs_267 = alpha_267 cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repair costs_100 = alpha_ 100cost*1 + alpha 1600_cost*25*1 + contents-costs;
NYcosts_674= [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267 cost alpha 100_cost];
NY-repair_674 = [repaircosts_1600 repaircosts_800 repaircosts_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'CA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
repair costs_1600 = alpha_1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repair costs_800 = alpha_800_cost*. 125 + alpha 1600_cost*25*.125 + contentscosts;
repair costs_267 = alpha_267 cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repair costs_100 = alpha 100_cost*1 + alpha 1600_cost*25*1 + contentscosts;
CAcosts_502 = [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
CA repair_502 = [repaircosts_1600 repaircosts_800 repair_costs_267 repair-costs 100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS11');
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alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'MA Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
repaircosts_1600 = alpha 1600_cost*.0625 + alpha 1600_cost*25*.0625 + contentscosts;
repair costs_800 = alpha_800_cost*. 125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.125 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_267 = alpha_267_cost*.375 + alpha_1600 -cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha_1600_cost*25*1 + contentscosts;
MAcosts_502 = [alpha 1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
MArepair_502 = [repaircosts_1600 repair costs_800 repair costs_267 repair-costs_100];
alpha_1600_cost = xlsread('alpha 1600.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_800_cost = xlsread('alpha 800.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_267_cost = xlsread('alpha 267.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
alpha_100_cost = xlsread('alpha 100.xlsx', 'NY Req Areas 50.2', 'AS3:AS 11');
repaircosts__1600 = alpha_1600_cost*.0625 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.0625 + contents_costs;
repaircosts_800 = alpha_800_cost*.125 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.125 + contents_costs;
repaircosts_267 = alpha_267_cost*.375 + alpha_1600_cost*25*.375 + contentscosts;
repaircosts_100 = alpha_100_cost*1 + alpha_1600_cost*25*1 + contentscosts;
NYcosts_502 = [alpha_1600_cost alpha_800_cost alpha_267_cost alpha_100_cost];
NYrepair_502 = [repair costs_1600 repair costs_800 repair-costs_267 repair-costs_100];
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', CAcosts_502,'CA costs')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', CA costs_674,'CA costs','F1:19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', CAcosts_745,'CA costs','K1:N9')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', A_costs_502,'MA costs')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx',MA costs_674,'MA costs','F1:19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx',MA costs_745,'MA costs','Ki:N9')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', NYcosts_502,'NY costs')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', NYcosts_674,'NY costs','F1:19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', NYcosts_745,'NY costs','K1:N9')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', CA repair_502,'CA costs','Al1:D19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', CArepair_674,'CA costs','F11:119')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx',CA-repair_745,'CA costs','K11:N19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx',IA repair_502,'MA costs','A1 1:D 19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', MA_repair_674,'MA costs','F 11:119')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', IA_repair_745,'MA costs','K11:N19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', NY repair_502,'NY costs','All:D19')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', NY _repair_674,'NY costs','F11:119')
xlswrite('costs.xlsx', NYrepair_745,'NY costs','K11:N19')
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